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Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach
With over 60,000 copies sold since its first edition,
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this SitePoint best-seller has just had a fresh update
to include recent advances in the web industry. With
the first two editions coming highly recommended by
established, leading web designers and developers,
the third edition with all its extra goodies will continue
that trend. Also fully updated to include the latest
operating systems, web browsers and providing fixes
to issues that have cropped up since the last edition.
Readers will learn to: Style text and control your page
layout with CSS Create and Optimize graphics for the
Web Add interactivity to your sites with forms Include
a custom search, contact us page, and a News/Events
section on your site Track visitors with Google
Analytics Extend your reach and connect your site
with Social Media Use HTML5&CSS3 to add some cool,
polished features to your site Use diagnosis/debug
tools to find any problems And lots more.

The Haunting of Vancouver Island
This book explores in detail the role of laboratory
work in physics teaching and learning. Compelling
recent research work is presented on the value of
experimentation in the learning process, with
description of important research-based proposals on
how to achieve improvements in both teaching and
learning. The book comprises a rigorously chosen
selection of papers from a conference organized by
the International Research Group on Physics Teaching
(GIREP), an organization that promotes enhancement
of the quality of physics teaching and learning at all
educational levels and in all contexts. The topics
covered are wide ranging. Examples include the roles
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of open inquiry experiments and advanced lab
experiments, the value of computer modeling in
physics teaching, the use of web-based interactive
video activities and smartphones in the lab, the
effectiveness of low-cost experiments, and
assessment for learning through experimentation.
The presented research-based proposals will be of
interest to all who seek to improve physics teaching
and learning.

Active Learning in College Science
This book explores evidence-based practice in college
science teaching. It is grounded in disciplinary
education research by practicing scientists who have
chosen to take Wieman’s (2014) challenge seriously,
and to investigate claims about the efficacy of
alternative strategies in college science teaching. In
editing this book, we have chosen to showcase
outstanding cases of exemplary practice supported by
solid evidence, and to include practitioners who offer
models of teaching and learning that meet the high
standards of the scientific disciplines. Our intention is
to let these distinguished scientists speak for
themselves and to offer authentic guidance to those
who seek models of excellence. Our primary audience
consists of the thousands of dedicated faculty and
graduate students who teach undergraduate science
at community and technical colleges, 4-year liberal
arts institutions, comprehensive regional campuses,
and flagship research universities. In keeping with
Wieman’s challenge, our primary focus has been on
identifying classroom practices that encourage and
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support meaningful learning and conceptual
understanding in the natural sciences. The content is
structured as follows: after an Introduction based on
Constructivist Learning Theory (Section I), the
practices we explore are Eliciting Ideas and
Encouraging Reflection (Section II); Using Clickers to
Engage Students (Section III); Supporting Peer
Interaction through Small Group Activities (Section
IV); Restructuring Curriculum and Instruction (Section
V); Rethinking the Physical Environment (Section VI);
Enhancing Understanding with Technology (Section
VII), and Assessing Understanding (Section VIII). The
book’s final section (IX) is devoted to Professional
Issues facing college and university faculty who
choose to adopt active learning in their courses. The
common feature underlying all of the strategies
described in this book is their emphasis on actively
engaging students who seek to make sense of natural
objects and events. Many of the strategies we
highlight emerge from a constructivist view of
learning that has gained widespread acceptance in
recent years. In this view, learners make sense of the
world by forging connections between new ideas and
those that are part of their existing knowledge base.
For most students, that knowledge base is riddled
with a host of naïve notions, misconceptions and
alternative conceptions they have acquired
throughout their lives. To a considerable extent, the
job of the teacher is to coax out these ideas; to help
students understand how their ideas differ from the
scientifically accepted view; to assist as students
restructure and reconcile their newly acquired
knowledge; and to provide opportunities for students
to evaluate what they have learned and apply it in
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novel circumstances. Clearly, this prescription
demands far more than most college and university
scientists have been prepared for.

Build Your Own Website The Right Way
Using HTML & CSS
A compelling investigation into supernatural events
and local lore on Vancouver Island. Vancouver Island
is known worldwide for its arresting natural beauty,
but those who live here know that it is also imbued
with a palpable supernatural energy. Researcher
Shanon Sinn found his curiosity piqued by stories of
mysterious sightings on the island--ghosts,
sasquatches, sea serpents--but he was disappointed
in the sensational and sometimes disrespectful way
they were being retold or revised. Acting on his desire
to transform these stories from unsubstantiated
gossip to thoroughly researched accounts, Sinn
uncovered fascinating details, identified historical
inconsistencies, and now retells these encounters as
accurately as possible. Investigating 25 spellbinding
tales that wind their way from the south end of the
island to the north, Sinn explored hauntings in cities,
in the forest, and on isolated logging roads. In
addition to visiting castles, inns, and cemeteries, he
followed the trail of spirits glimpsed on mountaintops,
beaches, and water, and visited Heriot Bay Inn on
Quadra Island and the Schooner Restaurant in Tofino
to personally scrutinize reports of hauntings.
Featuring First Nations stories from each of the three
Indigenous groups who call Vancouver Island
home--the Coast Salish, the Nuu-chah-nulth, and the
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Kwakwaka'wakw--the book includes an interview with
Hereditary Chief James Swan of Ahousaht.

Adventures in Atomville
George Washington was famously unknowable but
Robert Middlekauff penetrates the mystique to reveal
the fears, values, and passions that drove him. Rich in
psychological details regarding Washington's
temperament, idiosyncrasies, and experiences, this
book shows us a self-conscious Washington who grew
in confidence and experience as a young soldier,
businessman, and Virginian gentleman; and was
transformed into an American patriot by the
revolutionary ferment of the 1760s and 70s. Taking
command of an army constantly in dire need-without
adequate food, weapons, and, at times, even clothing
and shoes right up until the end-Washington
displayed incredible persistence and resourcefulness,
and evolved into a leader who understood perhaps
better than anyone the crucial role the army had to
play in the formation of a new American society.
Washington, Middlekauff leaves no doubt, was at the
heart not just of the revolution's course and outcome,
but also the success of the nation that it produced.
This is an essential book for understanding the
character of one of America's great figures.

Transforming Insitutions
Software Takes Command
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"I'd rather have one or two of his whiplashing essays
in my hands than almost any tome of philosophy". -Thomas Moore

Physics with Vernier
The Penguin Lady
If the descriptive text youre using for teaching
general chemistry seems to lack sufficient
mathematics and physics to make the results of its
presentation of classical mechanics, molecular
structure, and statisticsunderstandable, youre not
alone. Written to provide supplemental and
mathematically challenging topics for the advanced
lower-division undergraduate chemistry course, or the
non-major, junior-level physical chemistry course, The
Physical Basis of Chemistry will offer your students an
opportunity to explore quantum mechanics, the
Boltzmann distribution, and spectroscopy in a
refreshingly compelling way. Posed and answered are
questions concerning everyday phenomena: How can
two discharging shotguns and two stereo speakers be
used to contrast particles and waves? Why does a
collision between one atom of gas and the wall of its
container transfer momentum but not much energy?
How does a microwave oven work? Why does carbon
dioxide production heat the earth? Why are leaves
green, water blue, and how do the eyes detect the
difference? Unlike other texts on this subject,
however, The Physical Basis of Chemistry deals
directly with the substance of these questions,
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avoiding the use of predigested material more
appropriate for memorization exercises than for
actual concrete learning. The only prerequisite is firstsemester calculus, or familiarity withderivatives of
one variable. Provides a concise, logical introduction
to physical chemistry Features carefully worked-out
sample problems at the end of each chapter Includes
more detailed and clearly explained coverage of
quantum mechanics and statistics than found in other
texts Available in an affordable paperback edition
Designed specifically as a supplementary text for
advanced/honors chemistry courses Uses SI units
throughout

America's Lab Report
Succeeding with Technology offers a truly
revolutionary approach to teaching computer
concepts. From using computers to achieve personal
and professional goals, understanding the many
different uses of technology in various career areas,
and a discussion of ethical and social issues, this book
will help your students unlock the power of
technology.

The Idea of Man
Software Studies
Open Source Physics
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This new collection explores for the first time male
sex work from a rich array of perspectives and
disciplines. It aims to help enrich the ways in which
we view both male sex work as a field of commerce
and male sex worker themselves. Leading
contributors examine the field both historically and
cross-culturally from fields including public health,
sociology, psychology, social services, history,
filmography, economics, mental health, criminal
justice, geography, and migration studies, and more.
Synthesizing introductions by the editors help the
reader understand the implications of the findings and
conclusions for scholars, practitioners, students, and
members of the interested/concerned public.

Science Teaching as a Profession: Why It
Isn't. How It Could Be.
Created by a 15-year-old wunderkind in 2003, it is the
creative force behind "the Web's most infectious
memes and catchphrases" (Wired). Today it has over
12 million monthly users, with enormous social
influence to match. Epic Win is the first book to tell
4chan's story. Longtime blogger and 4chan expert
Cole Stryker writes with a voice that is engrossingly
informative and approachable. Whether examining
the 4chan- provoked Jessi Slaughter saga and how
cyber-bullying is part of our new reality, or explaining
how Sarah Palin's email account was leaked, Epic Win
for Anonymous proves 4chan's transformative cultural
impact, and how it has influenced--and will continue
to influence-- society at large.
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Astronomy Online
Penelope Parker lives with penguins from all over the
Southern Hemisphere. Do the penguin antics prove
too much for her to handle? Children count and then
compare and contrast ten different penguin species
as they learn geography. Includes "For Creative
Minds" section.

Male Sex Work and Society
Laboratory experiences as a part of most U.S. high
school science curricula have been taken for granted
for decades, but they have rarely been carefully
examined. What do they contribute to science
learning? What can they contribute to science
learning? What is the current status of labs in our
nationÃ¯Â¿Â½s high schools as a context for learning
science? This book looks at a range of questions
about how laboratory experiences fit into U.S. high
schools: What is effective laboratory teaching? What
does research tell us about learning in high school
science labs? How should student learning in
laboratory experiences be assessed? Do all student
have access to laboratory experiences? What changes
need to be made to improve laboratory experiences
for high school students? How can school organization
contribute to effective laboratory teaching? With
increased attention to the U.S. education system and
student outcomes, no part of the high school
curriculum should escape scrutiny. This timely book
investigates factors that influence a high school
laboratory experience, looking closely at what
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currently takes place and what the goals of those
experiences are and should be. Science educators,
school administrators, policy makers, and parents will
all benefit from a better understanding of the need for
laboratory experiences to be an integral part of the
science curriculumÃ¯Â¿Â½and how that can be
accomplished.

The Role of Laboratory Work in
Improving Physics Teaching and
Learning
Higher education is coming under increasing scrutiny,
both publically and within academia, with respect to
its ability to appropriately prepare students for the
careers that will make them competitive in the 21stcentury workplace. At the same time, there is a
growing awareness that many global issues will
require creative and critical thinking deeply rooted in
the technical STEM (science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics) disciplines. However, the existing
and ingrained structures of higher education,
particularly in the STEM fields, are not set up to
provide students with extensive skill development in
communication, teamwork, and divergent thinking,
which is needed for success in the knowledge
economy. In 2011 and again in 2014, an international
conference was convened to bring together university
leaders, educational policymakers and researchers,
and funding agency representatives to discuss the
issue of institutional transformation in higher
education, particularly in the STEM disciplines. Central
to the issue of institutional transformation is the
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ability to provide new forms of instruction so that
students can gain the variety of skills and depth of
knowledge they will need. However, radically altering
approaches to instruction sets in motion a domino
effect that touches on learning space design,
instructional technology, faculty training and reward
structures, course scheduling, and funding models. In
order for one piece to move, there must be
coordinated movement in the others, all of which are
part of an entrenched and interconnected system.
Transforming Institutions brings together chapters
from the scholars and leaders who were part of the
2011 and 2014 conferences. It provides an overview
of the context and challenges in STEM higher
education, contributed chapters describing programs
and research in this area, and a reflection and
summary of the lessons from the many authors'
viewpoints, leading to suggested next steps in the
path toward transformation.

Epic Win for Anonymous
Ranking Task Exercises in Physics
Most organisations try to protect their systems from
unauthorised access, usually through passwords.
Considerable resources are spent designing secure
authentication mechanisms, but the number of
security breaches and problems is still increasing
(DeAlvare, 1990; Gordon, 1995; Hitchings, 1995).
Unauthorised access to systems, and resulting theft of
information or misuse of the system, is usually due to
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hackers "cracking" user passwords, or obtaining them
through social engineering. System security, unlike
other fields of system development, has to date been
regarded as an entirely technical issue - little research
has been done on usability or human factors related
to use of security mechanisms. Hitchings (1995)
concludes that this narrow perspective has produced
security mechanisms which are much less effective
than they are generally thought to be. Davis & Price
(1987) point out that, since security is designed,
implemented, used and breached by people, human
factors should be considered in the design of security
mechanism. It seems that currently hackers pay more
attention to human factors than security designers
do. The technique of social engineering, for instancobtaining passwords by deception and persuasionexploits users' lack of security awareness. Hitchings
(1995) also suggests that organisational factors ought
to be considered when assessing security systems.
The aim of the study described in this paper was to
identify usability and organisational factors which
affect the use of passwords. The following section
provides a brief overview of authentication systems
along with usability and organisational issues which
have been identified to date. 1.

Investigative Science Learning
Environment
University Physics
This content- and feature-rich Web site is the ideal
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online component to any introductory astronomy
lecture course.

Mcts 70-620 Exam Cram: Microsoft
Windows Vista, Configuring
Discovering Computers 2004: A Gateway to
Information is the perfect blend of cutting-edge
technology and core computer concepts, making
learning about computers interesting and easy. This
best seller from the Shelly Cashman Series has been
completely revised to reflect only the latest in
technology, keeping your students informed on the
most up-to-date computer information!

Mastering Blockchain
Introducing the emerging field carbohydrate
nanostructures, this book will be a unique resource for
interested researchers to learn a range of methods of
applying the field to their own work. Greater access,
as well as greater collaboration, to this new
interdisciplinary field is intended for both synthetic
carbohydrate chemists and researchers in
nanoscience related fields. It covers: the main types
of nanostructures presently under investigation for
modification by carbohydrates, including
nanoparticles, nanorods, magnetic particles,
dendrimers, nanoporous, and surface confined
structures overview and introduction to the field of
carbohydrate nanotechnology, and especially its
applications to its biological systems Provides a
unique resource for researchers to learn about the
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techniques used to characterize the physical and
biological properties of carbohydrate-modified
nanostructures

Teaching Physics for the First Time
This book features Ranking Task exercises - an
innovative type of conceptual exercise that
challenges readers to make comparative judgments
about a set of variations on a particular physical
situation. Two-hundred-and-eighteen exercises
encourage readers to formulate their own ideas about
the behavior of a physical system, correct any
misconceptions they may have, and build a better
conceptual foundation of physics. Covering as many
topic domains in physics as possible, the book
contains Kinematics Ranking Tasks, Force Ranking
Tasks, Projectile and Other Two-Dimensional Motion
Ranking Tasks, Work-Energy Ranking Tasks, ImpulseMomentum Ranking Tasks, Rotation Ranking Tasks,
SHM and Properties of Matter Ranking Tasks, Heat
and Thermodynamics Ranking Tasks, Electrostatics
Ranking Tasks, DC Circuit Ranking Tasks, Magnetism
and Electromagnetism Ranking Tasks, and Wave and
Optics Ranking Tasks. For anyone who wants a better
conceptual understanding of the many areas of
physics.

Physics with Video Analysis
"The promise of cloud computing is here. These pages
provide the 'eyes wide open' insights you need to
transform your business." --Christopher Crowhurst,
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Vice President, Strategic Technology, Thomson
Reuters A Down-to-Earth Guide to Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach provides a
comprehensive look at the emerging paradigm of
Internet-based enterprise applications and services.
This accessible book offers a broad introduction to
cloud computing, reviews a wide variety of currently
available solutions, and discusses the cost savings
and organizational and operational benefits. You'll
find details on essential topics, such as hardware,
platforms, standards, migration, security, and
storage. You'll also learn what other organizations are
doing and where they're headed with cloud
computing. If your company is considering the move
from a traditional network infrastructure to a cuttingedge cloud solution, you need this strategic guide.
Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach covers: Costs,
benefits, security issues, regulatory concerns, and
limitations Service providers, including Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, Yahoo, IBM, EMC/VMware,
Salesforce.com, and others Hardware, infrastructure,
clients, platforms, applications, services, and storage
Standards, including HTTP, HTML, DHTML, XMPP, SSL,
and OpenID Web services, such as REST, SOAP, and
JSON Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a
Service (SaaS), and Software plus Services (S+S)
Custom application development environments,
frameworks, strategies, and solutions Local clouds,
thin clients, and virtualization Migration, best
practices, and emerging standards

Human Physiology with Vernier
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Hands-on activities (labs, demos, etc.) for the
classroom, with lesson plans and teacher notes.

Mastering Blockchain
RealTime Physics is a series of introductory laboratory
modules that use computer data acquisition tools
(miscrocomputer-based lab or MBL tools) to help
students develop important physics concepts while
acquiring vital laboratory skills. Besides data
acquisition, computers are used for basic
mathematical modeling, data analysis, and more
simulations.

Timing for Animation
Atoms Niles and Livvie accidentally create a
macroscope, which allows them to see the Outer
World for the first time.

The Night the Ghost Got in
Learn about cryptography and cryptocurrencies, so
you can build highly secure, decentralized
applications and conduct trusted in-app transactions.
Key Features Get to grips with the underlying
technical principles and implementations of
blockchain Build powerful applications using
Ethereum to secure transactions and create smart
contracts Explore cryptography, mine
cryptocurrencies, and solve scalability issues with this
comprehensive guide Book Description A blockchain
is a distributed ledger that is replicated across
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multiple nodes and enables immutable, transparent
and cryptographically secure record-keeping of
transactions. The blockchain technology is the
backbone of cryptocurrencies, and it has applications
in finance, government, media and almost all other
industries. Mastering Blockchain, Second Edition has
been thoroughly updated and revised to provide a
detailed description of this leading technology and its
implementation in the real world. This book begins
with the technical foundations of blockchain
technology, teaching you the fundamentals of
distributed systems, cryptography and how it keeps
data secure. You will learn about the mechanisms
behind cryptocurrencies and how to develop
applications using Ethereum, a decentralized virtual
machine. You will also explore different other
blockchain solutions and get an introduction to
business blockchain frameworks under Hyperledger, a
collaborative effort for the advancement of blockchain
technologies hosted by the Linux Foundation. You will
also be shown how to implement blockchain solutions
beyond currencies, Internet of Things with blockchain,
blockchain scalability, and the future scope of this
fascinating and powerful technology. What you will
learn Master the theoretical and technical foundations
of the blockchain technology Understand the concept
of decentralization, its impact, and its relationship
with blockchain technology Master how cryptography
is used to secure data - with practical examples Grasp
the inner workings of blockchain and the mechanisms
behind bitcoin and alternative cryptocurrencies
Understand the theoretical foundations of smart
contracts Learn how Ethereum blockchain works and
how to develop decentralized applications using
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Solidity and relevant development frameworks
Identify and examine applications of the blockchain
technology - beyond currencies Investigate
alternative blockchain solutions including
Hyperledger, Corda, and many more Explore research
topics and the future scope of blockchain technology
Who this book is for This book will appeal to those
who wish to build fast, highly secure, transactional
applications. It targets people who are familiar with
the concept of blockchain and are comfortable with a
programming language.

Powerful Ideas in Physical Science
Offers the first look at the aesthetics of contemporary
design from the theoretical perspectives of media
theory and 'software studies'.

Carbohydrate Nanotechnology
For as long as man has consciously existed - really
lived - we have questioned the nature and purpose of
our own existence; why are we here? What does it
mean to be human? This is a photographic
interpretation of the complexity and the idea of man
abstracted from the individual, in the form of a series
of candid observations. It's a documentary, street
photography journal and a philosophical work with a
twist.

People and Computers XII
KEY BENEFIT: The Open Source Physics project
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provides a comprehensive collection of Java
applications, smaller ready-to-run simulations, and
computer-based interactive curricular material. This
book provides all the background required to make
best use of this material and is designed for scientists
and students wishing to learn object-oriented
programming using Java in order to write their own
simulations and develop their own curricular material.
The book provides a convenient overview of the Open
Source Physics library and gives many examples of
how the material can be used in a wide range of
teaching and learning scenarios. Both source code
and compiled ready-to-run examples are conveniently
included on the accompanying CD-ROM. The book
also explains how to use the Open Source Physics
library to develop and distribute new curricular
material. Introduction to Open Source Physics, A Tour
of Open Source Physics, Frames Package, Drawing,
Controls and Threads, Plotting, Animation, Images,
and Buffering, Two-Dimensional Scalar and Vector
Fields, Differential Equations and Dynamics,
Numerics, XML Documents, Visualization in Three
Dimensions, Video, Utilities, Launching Physics
Curricular Material, Tracker Video Analysis, Easy Java
Simulations Modeling, The BQ Database For all
readers interested in learning object-oriented
programming using Java in order to write their own
simulations and develop their own curricular material.

Computer Science – CACIC 2017
Denis De Beaulieu, a French soldier, is made a
prisoner by the Sire of De Maletroit, who believes that
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the soldier has compromised the Maletroit family
honor.

RealTime Physics, Active Learning
Laboratories Module 3
University Physics is designed for the two- or threesemester calculus-based physics course. The text has
been developed to meet the scope and sequence of
most university physics courses and provides a
foundation for a career in mathematics, science, or
engineering. The book provides an important
opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of
physics and understand how those concepts apply to
their lives and to the world around them. Due to the
comprehensive nature of the material, we are offering
the book in three volumes for flexibility and efficiency.
Coverage and Scope Our University Physics textbook
adheres to the scope and sequence of most two- and
three-semester physics courses nationwide. We have
worked to make physics interesting and accessible to
students while maintaining the mathematical rigor
inherent in the subject. With this objective in mind,
the content of this textbook has been developed and
arranged to provide a logical progression from
fundamental to more advanced concepts, building
upon what students have already learned and
emphasizing connections between topics and
between theory and applications. The goal of each
section is to enable students not just to recognize
concepts, but to work with them in ways that will be
useful in later courses and future careers. The
organization and pedagogical features were
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developed and vetted with feedback from science
educators dedicated to the project. VOLUME I Unit 1:
Mechanics Chapter 1: Units and Measurement
Chapter 2: Vectors Chapter 3: Motion Along a Straight
Line Chapter 4: Motion in Two and Three Dimensions
Chapter 5: Newton's Laws of Motion Chapter 6:
Applications of Newton's Laws Chapter 7: Work and
Kinetic Energy Chapter 8: Potential Energy and
Conservation of Energy Chapter 9: Linear Momentum
and Collisions Chapter 10: Fixed-Axis Rotation
Chapter 11: Angular Momentum Chapter 12: Static
Equilibrium and Elasticity Chapter 13: Gravitation
Chapter 14: Fluid Mechanics Unit 2: Waves and
Acoustics Chapter 15: Oscillations Chapter 16: Waves
Chapter 17: Sound

The Physical Basis of Chemistry
The goal of this book is to introduce a reader to a new
philosophy of teaching and learning physics Investigative Science Learning Environment, or ISLE
(pronounced as a small island). ISLE is an example of
an "intentional" approach to curriculum design and
learning activities (MacMillan and Garrison 1988 A
Logical Theory of Teaching: Erotetics and
Intentionality). Intentionality means that the process
through which the learning occurs is as crucial for
learning as the final outcome or learned content. In
ISLE, the process through which students learn
mirrors the practice of physics.

Washington's Revolution
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"Learn all the tips and tricks of the trade from the
professionals. Highly illustrated throughout, points
made in the text are demonstrated with the help of
numerous superb drawn examples."--

Letters at 3am
College Physics
This collection of short expository, critical and
speculative texts offers a field guide to the cultural,
political, social and aesthetic impact of software.
Experts from a range of disciplines each take a key
topic in software and the understanding of software,
such as algorithms and logical structures.

Succeeding with Technology
This book constitutes revised selected papers from
the 23rd Argentina Congress on Computer Science,
CACIC 2017, held in La Plata, Argentina, in October
2017. The 28 papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 132
submissions. They were organized in topical sections
named: intelligent agents and systems; distributed
and parallel processing; computer technology applied
education; graphic computation, images and
visualization; software engineering; databases and
data mining; hardware architectures, networks and
operating systems; innovation in software systems;
signal processing and real-time systems; computer
security; and innovation in computer science
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education.

Discovering Computers 2004
Distributed ledgers, decentralization and smart
contracts explained About This Book Get to grips with
the underlying technical principles and
implementations of blockchain. Build powerful
applications using Ethereum to secure transactions
and create smart contracts. Explore cryptography,
mine cryptocurrencies, and solve scalability issues
with this comprehensive guide. Who This Book Is For
This book appeals to those who wish to build fast,
highly secure, transactional applications. This book is
for those who are familiar with the concept of
blockchain and are comfortable with a programming
language. What You Will Learn Master the theoretical
and technical foundations of blockchain technology
Fully comprehend the concept of decentralization, its
impact and relationship with blockchain technology
Experience how cryptography is used to secure data
with practical examples Grasp the inner workings of
blockchain and relevant mechanisms behind Bitcoin
and alternative cryptocurrencies Understand
theoretical foundations of smart contracts Identify
and examine applications of blockchain technology
outside of currencies Investigate alternate blockchain
solutions including Hyperledger, Corda, and many
more Explore research topics and future scope of
blockchain technology In Detail Blockchain is a
distributed database that enables permanent,
transparent, and secure storage of data. The
blockchain technology is the backbone of
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cryptocurrency – in fact, it's the shared public ledger
upon which the entire Bitcoin network relies – and it's
gaining popularity with people who work in finance,
government, and the arts. Blockhchain technology
uses cryptography to keep data secure. This book
gives a detailed description of this leading technology
and its implementation in the real world. This book
begins with the technical foundations of blockchain,
teaching you the fundamentals of cryptography and
how it keeps data secure. You will learn about the
mechanisms behind cryptocurrencies and how to
develop applications using Ethereum, a decentralized
virtual machine. You will explore different blockchain
solutions and get an exclusive preview into
Hyperledger, an upcoming blockchain solution from
IBM and the Linux Foundation. You will also be shown
how to implement blockchain beyond currencies,
scability with blockchain, and the future scope of this
fascinating and powerful technology. Style and
approach This comprehensive guide allows you to
build smart blockchain applications and explore the
power of this database. The book will let you quickly
brush up on the basics of the blockchain database,
followed by advanced implementations of blockchain
in currency, smart contracts, decentralization, and so
on.
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